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Top: Round mirror - Green
Bottom: Sideboard - Wavy grey
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We design and produce 
furniture for contemporary 
livings. Handmade in Italy.





 Bar cabinet - Wavy grey
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Lebanto is an Italian brand that creates 
interior solutions for modern refined spaces. 
Cabinets, tables, mirrors and more for Italian-
quality lovers.

Our collection shows simple geometries, they 
are colorful, and have a timeless style. We 
love wood, enriched by metal and marble.

Every product is produced in the old-
fashioned way by artisans in Italy, shipped 
internationally straight from the workshop.
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Left: Coffee table - Ash Azure
Right: Bar cabinet - Wavy grey
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We design single bespoke 
furniture and collection 
for private customer and 
business.

LEBANTO IS DESIGN

Our misson is to transform client’s 
needs into reality. We follow every 
step of the process: from drawing 
to the delivery at customer’s 
house. Lebanto creative hub 

designs furniture mixing style 
and technique, also giving life to 
prototypes and small production 
based on client requirements.
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Bar cabinet - Ash green





We offer our own furniture 
collection online at 
lebanto.com

LEBANTO IS FURNITURE

We are digitally born company. 
We created a platform that 
connects customers with Italian 
workshop, allowing anyone from 
all over the world to purchase the 

products of our collection. We 
ship products to the customer 
directly from the artisan shops, 
excluding intermediaries, agents 
and retailers.
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 Sideboard - Ash green
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Left: Round mirror - Rose
Right: Side board- Euk Rose, Mirror
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COLLECTION

Sideboard

Consolle table

 Side tableCoffee table

Drink bar

Mirror Mirror





TEXTURE AND COLOR
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Our furniture are only made 
by Italian artisans.
We deliver them to the client 
directly from the workshop.

LEBANTO IS CRAFTMANSHIP

drawing industrialization 
and prototyping

production distributor
transportation
retailer

home
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LEBANTO IS INNOVATION

SUPPLY CHAIN: 
D2C model, direct to customer, is our mantra. The price does 
not include the usual mark-up of the sector, due to the short 
chain.

TECHNOLOGY: 
We created a platform that connects customers with Italian 
workshop thanks also to the support of technology such as 
augmented reality and artificial intelligence.

EXPERIENCE: 
We bring work, dexterity and artisan savoir fair to life, 
allowing international customers to experience a true and 
genuine Italian experience through our touchpoints.
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We want to make things right 
and do the best for our world. 

LEBANTO COMMITMENT

A design that focuses on people 
and the environment. Quality 
materials that last over time, 
local production in the shop and 
in the make-to-order mode, 

collaborations with green-tech 
startups, a choice and a direction 
undertaken as opposed to the 
fast-furniture trend of today.
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WHO WE ARE

Lebanto is born with the 
dream of Emanuela and 
Alessandro to spread Italian 
design and craftmanship all 
over the world. 

Emanuela Terraneo is an Architect 
with international work experience 
in studios and companies in the 
field of architecture and interiors. 
Alessandro Pozzi instead, after 
studying Engineering, worked in 

multinational manufacturing and 
logistics companies both in Italy 
and abroad.
The experiences abroad let them 
see Italy with different eyes.



WEB lebanto.com / IG @lebanto_official / MAIL 
hello@lebanto.com / PHONE +393382310999 
/ +39 3939682232 / ADDRESS Via Ariberto da 
Intimiano 17, Cantù, Italy /


